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ABOUT THIS REPORT

This report outlines Incheon International Airport Corporation’s commitment and efforts 
that resulted in the publication of Korea’s first-ever 『Green Report』 in 1995 and its 
ongoing leadership in carbon neutrality in areas of energy and environment. The report 
focuses on the ‘New Vision 2030+’ environmental strategy which aims to respond to overall 
structural changes in the industry and create new values in the post-COVID era. The report 
also outlines the Corporation’s efforts and performance results regarding eco-friendly 
management and carbon neutrality for each business area in 2021.

Reporting standards
This report was written based on the ‘GRI Standards’, regarded as the international 
standard in report writing, and fulfills the corporate social responsibilities stated in ‘ISO 
26000’ and ‘Airport Greenhouse Gas Emissions Management Guidelines’ stated in the 
‘UN Global Compact’ and ACI (Airports Council International).

Reporting period
This report was based on activities and data from between January and December 
of 2021. Data regarding some important environmental management activities were 
included up to March 2022, and the report provides data for a 3-year period to identify 
changes in trends for quantitative performance.
	
Eco-design process
This report was made using a 3-phase eco-design process that was developed in-
house for the purpose of minimizing potential environmental pollution and wasting of 
resources during the design and printing process.

Planning

STEP

1 Used optimal format specification to minimize wasted paper and 
the number of pages.

Design

STEP

2 Refrained from using special colors and background colors 
for the whole page, and used eco-fonts that reduce ink usage by 35%.

Printing

STEP

3 Used eco-friendly paper and soy ink, and refrained from 
using vinyl coating processes.
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Dear Honorable Customers,

Our Incheon Airport has positioned itself as the airport hub that represents Northeast Asia through its 
world top of the class airport operations services based on its competitive facilities ever since it opened 
back in 2001. But with the breakout of the COVID-19 pandemic crisis, there have been some structural 
changes throughout the aviation industry in recent times, such as the acceleration of digitization and 
technology convergence, and transition to an eco-friendly economy in response to the climate change 
crisis, among others. 

In response to such shifts, our Corporation has established the New Vision 2030+ and proposed Incheon 
Airport’s blueprint for the future for the purpose of transcending the role of airport management 
and creating new values that connect lives, cultures and the future, and declared ESG management 
innovation to make the environment and people the central focus of corporate management.

We became the first airport in Asia to join RE100 by establishing a renewable energy expansion 
roadmap in accordance with the new vision and strategy, made the great leap to become world’s #2 
airport in international cargo transport through timely expansion of logistics infrastructure, and were 
able to achieve meaningful results in various other areas, such as becoming the world’s first airport to 
acquire the highest level of certification from ACI in customer experience through our leading customer 
experience service innovation.
Incheon Airport now seeks to take off to become the airport that leads the paradigm of the future, such 
as the airport that puts safety first and foremost with its smart safety platform, the intelligent airport 
based on digital innovations, and the ESG airport hub that is socially responsible by overcoming the 
COVID-19 crisis and leading the industrial innovation in the post-COVID era.

We will build an airport that is reliable by implementing a zero defect 
safety/security system.

We will preemptively respond to demand recovery by implementing non-contact travel 
services based on uncompromising smart quarantine systems, such as our Smart Pass, 
and further strengthen the safety of our facilities through timely improvement of airport 
infrastructure based on our management philosophy that put safety first above all else. 
We will also achieve zero accidents by advancing our airport security management 
systems and implementing a safety management model.

We will strengthen the airport’s competitiveness through smart 
innovations and implementation of an arts & culture hub.

We will provide innovative customer experience with our airport operations services 
based on new technology, such as big data and Metaverse, and make the leap to 
become the world’s number 1 global logistics foothold by developing a smart cargo 
terminal that incorporates state-of-the-art IT technology. We will also build an airport 
that is convenient for everyone to visit by providing mobile-based personalized services 
and implementing a UAM infrastructure, as well as provide joy for our customers with a 
unique experience by hosting global arts & culture facilities and contents.

We will create vision of a sustainable future based on ESG management.

We will achieve RE100 goals by significantly expanding renewable energy facilities, 
such as solar and thermal power facilities, for 100% transition of power used by the 
airport into renewable energy. We will preemptively expand green mobility charging 
infrastructure, and create a foundation to transition all diesel-based ground operations 
equipment into eco-friendly equivalents by 2030. We are making much progress with 
our efforts to establish a bio air fuel supply system implementation roadmap and 
respond to commercialization of hydrogen aircraft without any setbacks. We plan to 
exert our efforts to realize a zero-waste airport by reducing waste and cultivating a 
positive resource circulation culture, and increase the absorption of greenhouse gases 
by building green forests in the surrounding areas. We will also create more jobs in 
the aviation industry, implement a disaster-free working environment, and strengthen 
shared growth efforts with small and medium-sized enterprises. We will establish 
a dedicated organization focusing on ethical management for transparent and fair 
governance, and continue to improve our management system.    

We firmly believe that as closed airways open up again, our lives will also reconnect and 
move forward into a new future. We appreciate your continued interest and support for 
Incheon Airport’s endless endeavors to build an eco-friendly airport that will lead the 
era of carbon neutrality in advance.

Thank you.

Kim Kyung-Wook, President of Incheon International Airport Corporation
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Management overview

General overview
• Company name	 Incheon International Airport Corporation
• CEO	 Kim Kyung Wook
• Established	 February 1, 1999
• Location	 424beon-gil 47, Gonghang-ro, 
	 Jung-gu, Incheon
• Affiliates	 Incheon Airport Facilities Co., 
	 Incheon Airport Operation Services Co., 
	 Incheon Airport Security Co.
	 Incheon Airport Energy Co.

• Key business areas	 - Construction & management operations 
	 of Incheon International Airport
	 - Research inspection of airport 
	 construction & management operations
	 - Construction & management operations 
	 of overseas airports, development 
	 projects for surrounding areas
• Incheon Airport's 	 600,000 flights
annual capacity	 106 million passengers
	 6.3 million tons of cargo

INTRODUCTION Incheon International Airport Corporation Overview

Category 2019 2020 2021 Increase/decrease vs. 2019

Number of flights 
(Unit: 10,000 flights)

40 15 13 67.6% decrease

Number of passengers 
(Unit: 10,000 passengers)

7,117 1,205 320 95.5% decrease

Number of transfer passengers 
(Unit: 10,000 passengers)

839 209 54 93.6% decrease

Amount of cargo 276 282 333 20.4% increase

Flights and passenger transportation

Number of passengers decreased by over 95% after the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, but the amount of cargo increased by 20%.

Incheon International Airport Corporation(IIAC) was established to efficiently build and manage/operate Incheon International 
Airport, and contribute to the streamlining of air transportation and development of national economy by becoming a world-
class airport corporation. Commemorating its 20th year in 2021, the Corporation established ‘We Connect Lives, Cultures and 
the Future’ as its new strategy to gain a global competitive advantage in the post-COVID era, and declared ESG-I management 
innovation by adding Innovation to ESG to become a leading company responsible in areas economy, social and environmental 
matters. The Corporation aims to reinvent itself as an innovative global company that proposes development-oriented 
paradigms in airports of the future through its ESG management innovation efforts. 

Introduction of Incheon International Airport Corporation Key Management Performance Results in 2021

In 2021, Incheon International Airport Corporation adopted the ESG management system to share the performance results of 
innovation with the people and build a foundation for future growth. The Corporation led the airline ecosystem by exempting 
in lease fees to airliners, operators and commercial facilities, conducting various measures to maintain employment, setting the 
standard for global airport quarantine procedures with its One-stop COVID-19 testing center, and expanding non-contact smart 
services. It became a top 2 logistics hub with timely expansion of logistics infrastructure and increase in the number of flight 
routes, and drove growth by implementing the first-ever travel bubble in the country and attracting strategic transfers. It realized 
its goal of ‘Airport with no flight/disaster/security incidents’ through zero-defect operations by sticking to basics, and made the 
great leap over all other competitors with its differentiated smart services. As for overseas operations, it secured a future growth 
driver by winning the ‘Indonesia Batam Airport operations & development project’ and global competitiveness by successfully 
attracting investments from world-class aviation MRO-related companies. The year 2021 was truly a year of great innovation and 
leaps for the Incheon International Airport Corporation.

Key performance in 2021 at a glance

Maintained ACI Airport Health 
Accreditation(AHA)

Quarantine

Logistics hub

Acquired ACI Customer 
Experience Accreditation 

Level-4

Service

Obtained a score of 5 
(maximum score) from ASQ 

(Airport Service Quality)

Service

0 aircraft 
accidents

Flight safety

A-rating in 
disaster management 

evaluation

Disaster safety

Won 31 projects from 15 countries, 
including the operation & development of 

Indonesia’s Batam Hang Nadim Airport 

Overseas business

Attracted global 
MRO companies

Airport economy 
zones

 

Commenced operation of 
the 4th runway

Infrastructure

Energy 
self-sufficiency of 

4.2%

ESG Management 

Awarded the COVID-19 
Airport Excellence 
Awards from Skytrax

Quarantine

Airport security

Awarded the World’s 
Best Airport Security Award 

from Skytrax

Ranked No.2 in 
global air cargo volume
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Vision & Strategy

New Vision 2030+ initiatives in detail

Mid- and 
long-term 
goals

Strategic initiatives Initiatives in detail KPIs

Connect 
lives

Digital 
transformation

- Leadership in next-generation passenger services
- Innovation in intelligent airport operations
- Implementation of top global retail

- ACI Customer Experience Accreditation
- Smart airport index
- Commercial profits

ESG innovation
- Implementation of low-carbon & eco-friendly airport
- Leadership in realization of social values
- Establishment of transparent & fair governance structure

- Share of new renewable energy supply
- Social value index
- Debt ratio

Smart safety 
platform

- Implementation of zero-defect safety/security system
- Leadership in future flight safety
- Advancement of airport facility operations/management

- ACI Airport Health Accreditation
- Aircraft safety/security accidents
- Uninterrupted airport operations

Connect 
cultures

Global Mega Hub
- Implementation of a global mega hub network
- Leap to become an inbound hub & gateway
- Diversification of futuristic access transportation systems

- Number of international passengers
- Number of transferring passengers
- Public transport accessibility index

Future Logistics 
Platform

- Implementation of low-carbon & eco-friendly airport
- Leadership in the realization of social values
- Establishment of transparent & fair governance structure

- Amount of international cargo
- Amount of transferring international cargo

Airport Cultural & 
Economic Zone

- Implementation of zero-defect safety/security system
- Leadership in future flight safety
- Advancement of airport facility operations/management

- Culture & arts index
- Vitalization of airport economy zones
- GRDP

Connect 
the future

Next-generation 
Mobility

- Leap to become an Urban Air Mobility (UAM) hub
- Diversification of UAM business
- Implementation of Smart Mobility City

- Vitalization of Urban Air Mobility

Overseas Business 
Expansion

- Diversification of overseas business models
- Export of Korean One-Stop airport platform
- Advancement of overseas business investment cooperation 
system

- Diversification of overseas 
business(Number of contracts)

Airport Expansion

- Timely implementation of 4-stage airport expansion 
project
- Establishment of mid/long-term airport development 
strategy
- Expansion of strategic infrastructure in response to future 
demands

- Comprehensive process rate

Connect Lives Connect Cultures Connect the Future

Digital 
Transformation

Global Mega Hub Next-generation
Mobility

ESG Innovations Future Logistics
Platform

Overseas
Business 
Expansion

Smart Safety
Platform

Airport Cultural &
Economic Zone

Airport 
Expansion

Incheon International Airport Corporation declared ‘Incheon Airport’s New Vision 2030+’ on March 29, 2021 during the 
commemoration of the opening of Incheon Airport. The goal of ‘New Vision 2030+’ is to innovate the paradigm of the future 
by connecting people and life values and create a cultural network under the banner of ‘Moving into the Future by Connecting 
People and Culture’. The strategy embraces the commitment of the Corporation to make the next great leap to become the 
airport of the future by creating a people-centric airport which creates new life values through ‘Connect’, the airport’s ultimate 
value, a classy airport with a cultural network that is more than just a hub, and an airport that innovates future paradigms by 
pioneering new areas. 
New Vision 2030+ was established around 3 strategies and 9 strategic initiatives for the purpose of preemptively responding to 
changing paradigms in the aviation industry and structural shifts in the management environment in the post-COVID era, and 
creating future values by expanding relevant industries and realizing customer value. The Corporation set goals, such as #1 in 
ACI's customer experience accreditation by 2030, #1 in energy self-sufficiency in Northeast Asia, zero accidents and disasters, 
world's #1 in ATU, and contribution of KRW 88 trillion to national economy for this purpose. This is a strategy that aims to 
reinvent the airport as a new growth driver of the Korean economy by implementing a digital airport, realizing customer values 
in all airport areas based on ESG management, expanding the global cultural network, creating a comprehensive cultural/
industrial belt, and leading the next-generation mobility.

Establishment of New Vision 2030+

INTRODUCTION Incheon International Airport Corporation Overview
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Transition to renewable 
energy

~2040

100%

Environment   
The Corporation became the first Asian airport to join RE100, and has since set goals to realize the 
RE100 objectives by 2040 and achieve carbon neutrality by 2050 to preemptively respond to the climate 
change crisis and lead the transition into low-carbon economy. 
The Corporation plans to make the leap from an ‘energy consuming airport’ into an ‘energy self-
sufficient airport’ by expanding the supply of new renewable energy and achieving 100% eco-friendly 
transition of vehicles operating at the airport and 70% recycling of airport waste.

E
Environment

Implementation of a 
low-carbon eco-friendly 

airport

Focused goals Initiatives Initiatives in detail

Creation of new jobs

~2030

120,000
Social 
The Corporation aims to create 120,000 new jobs within the airport ecosystem and implement a zero-
defect/zero-accident/zero-disaster airport by putting the health and safety of passengers and airport 
personnel first and foremost for the purpose of creating social values for all-encompassing growth. To 
this end, the Corporation will create quality jobs by accelerating the development of a new concept of 
airport economic zones that combine and converge air & tourism and the pursuit of Incheon Airport’s 
version of the New Deal. 
The Corporation also plans to create a safe airport environment by implementing a smart quarantine 
system that incorporates technologies of the Fourth Industrial Revolution and turn Incheon Airport into 
a happiness platform for mutual growth by reforming its organizational culture to become more creative 
and fair through communication.

Comprehensive integrity 
among state-owned firms

~2025

1st rating

Governance
The Corporation aims to establish a governance structure that can be trusted by the people through 
procedural transparency and fairness of opportunities in all areas. The Corporation will strengthen 
the necessary innovation drivers to achieve its mid/long-term goals by creating a new ESG committee 
within the Executive Board and improve the transparency of decision making with preemptive adoption 
of a labor executive system. 
The Corporation also plans to achieve the highest level of integrity among all state-owned firms with 
decisive measures against corruption of executives and employees, and implement ‘One Airport’ where 
all stakeholders, such as executives and employees, customers, airport affiliates, can work together by 
spreading the core values of human rights, fairness, and transparency throughout Incheon Airport.

Incheon International Airport Corporation set out on a mission of ESG management innovation to achieve the goals outlined in 
‘New Vision 2030+’.
The Corporation announced its ESG management vision and mid/long-term goals by declaring ‘ESG(Environment·Social·Governan
ce) management innovation’ on June 23, 2021, and renewed its commitment to expand ESG values throughout Incheon Airport. 
The Corporation will continue its efforts to become the world’s top ESG hub by establishing management goals to 
implement a low-carbon & eco-friendly airport(E), strengthen socially responsible management(S), and establish 
transparent and fair governance(G).

ESG Management Innovation Strategy

 S
Social

Strengthening people-
centric socially 

responsible 
management

G
Governance

Establishment of 
transparent and fair 

governance

INTRODUCTION Incheon International Airport Corporation Overview

ESG Management Strategy

ESG Vision

ESG Brand

• 4 initiatives, including participation in RE100 and 
realization of energy self-sufficiency
• 4 initiatives, including implementation of Green 
Mobility charging infrastructure 
(charging infrastructure for hydrogen cars)
• 3 initiatives, including implementation of 
sustainable supply system of bio air fuel
• 4 initiatives, including eco-friendly resource 
circulation & ecological environment preservation

• 3 initiatives, including expansion of innovative 
jobs, such as in New Deal, startups, etc.
• 3 initiatives, including implementation of smart 
quarantine infrastructure in all airport-related 
areas & strengthening of safety and health for 
workers
• 3 initiatives, including leadership in the resolution 
of regional, public and global social issues
• 4 initiatives, including improvement of work 
productivity through digital-based innovations in 
working methods

• Vitalization of airport industry 
job ecosystem
• Implementation of zero defect 
safety & clean airport
• Driving of regional coexistence 
and development & vitalization 
of shared growth ecosystem
• Organizational innovation to 
implement leading corporate 
culture

• 3 initiatives, including institution of systems to 
establish anti-corruption corporate ethics
• 3 initiatives, including strengthening of expertise 
and transparency of parent company-affiliates 
(expansion of subsidiaries, labor executive system, 
etc.)
• 3 initiatives, including leadership in desirable 
trade models through advancement of fair culture 
executive system
• 3 initiatives, including vitalization of open 
communication channels with citizen participation

• Realization of transparent & 
ethical management
• Implementation of airport-
wide governance
• Lead & expand culture of fair 
trade
• Participation of citizens & 
opening up of resources

• Eco-friendly transition 
of energy used for airport 
operations
• Leadership in Green Mobility 
ecosystem
• Reduction of aircraft carbon 
emissions & fine dust
• Green transition of 
airport infrastructure & the 
environment
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Incheon International Airport Corporation’s eco-friendly management vision is to implement a low-carbon, eco-friendly 
airport. The Corporation has established goals for its core values for the purpose of ensuring a sustainable future of the 
aviation industry by analyzing the performance it achieved thus far and external environmental factors. 

• The Airport’s current level of ACI’s Airport Carbon Accreditation is ‘Level 3’, but the goal is to acquire ‘Level 3+’ which 
would offset Corporation’s direct/indirect emissions by 2030. The Corporation aims to gradually increase its energy self-
sufficiency rate of 4.2% in 2021 to 20% in 2030 by expanding renewable energy generators and purchasing eco-friendly 
generated electricity.
• In green mobility, the Corporation’s goal is to continuously expand eco-friendly vehicle charging stations to operate 132 
EV charging stations in 2022, and 895 by 2030. 
• Furthermore, the Corporation will turn Incheon Airport into an airport based on circular resources by improving the 
recycling rate of 60% in 2021 to 70% by 2030 through installation & operation of resource recollection equipment and 
discovery of waste that can be recycled. 
• The Corporation will also lead the efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in response to the climate change crisis. 
The goal is to reduce emissions by 40% from 260,179tCO2 in 2018 to 174,840tCO2 in 2030, in line with the government’s 
strong ‘2030 NDC (Nationally Determined Contribution)’ objectives.

Main KPIs and goals

KPI 2021 results 2022 goals 2030 vision

Level 3 Level 3 Level 3+

Energy self-sufficiency(%)

Waste recycling rate(%)

Greenhouse gas emissions* 
(Unit: tCO2)

4.2

88

60

196,985

5

132

61

233,970

20

895

70

174,840

Number of EV charging stations

ACA Level*
(ACI Carbon Accreditation)

* ACA level : 	After acquiring Level 3 in 2019, the Corporation is reviewing acquisition of Level 3+ in 2023(the re-accreditation period).
* GHG emissions : 	Number of flights and passengers decreased sharply in 2021 due to COVID-19, resulting in emission of 

196,985tCO2, which is 46,383tCO2 less than the goal of 243,368tCO2.
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Incheon International Airport Corporation's efforts to implement 
a low-carbon, eco-friendly airport is outlined in the report with GREEN keyword

Governance 

Organizational·
Certification·
Campaign

Renewable energy

Joining of RE100, 
status & plans of 
renewable energy

Eco-friendly mobility

Adoption of eco-
friendly vehicles, 
implementation 
of charging 
infrastructures

Environmental 
management 

Noise, waste, 
air quality, 
water resource 
management

Net-zero

Efforts to reduce 
greenhouse gas 
emissions

G R E E N
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ESG Management Organization 

IIAC adopted ESG innovation to preemptively respond to 
the climate change crisis and lead the transition into the 
low-carbon economy. This is for the purpose of conducting 
detailed initiatives aligned with future mega trends, such as 
improvement of energy efficiency, use of low-carbon & new 
renewable energy, minimization of environmental impacts, 
and making the leap to become the hub of Northeast Asia 
that connects the world based on further advanced eco-
friendly strategy. The Corporation has created a new ESG 
committee affiliated with the Executive Board that will 
supervise and advise on ESG management-related matters, 
and also a dedicated organization that reports to the 
committee to boost the drive of ESG management. The 
Corporation is also making efforts to expand the ESG culture 
by implementing cooperative governance with companies 
& institutions related to the regional society & aviation 
industry, and expansion of ‘Citizen Participation Innovation 
Group’, the organization that enables communication with 
citizens on an on-going basis.

Governance
G R E E N

The environment issue is one that is faced by the 
entire global society and something we must work 
together to resolve. Incheon International Airport 
Corporation continues its efforts to preserve the 
environment as a responsible member of the 
regional society, by responding to climate change 
issues and managing energy use, hazardous 
chemicals, atmosphere & water, noise and waste.

Eco-friendly System 

Energy Management System(ISO 50001) 
The Corporation implemented a system capable of 
continuous energy management at the enterprise level, and 
all employees have developed goals to conduct activities to 
conserve energy and improve efficiency. The Corporation 
has acquired Energy Management System Accreditation 
(ISO50001) for these efforts in 2014, is inspected every year 
for its post-management activities through an external 
accreditation agency, and maintains energy management 
system at a suitable level through deliberations for re-
accreditation every 3 years.

ACA Level 3 
ACA(Airport Carbon Accreditation) is an international carbon 
accreditation program that evaluates/grants accreditation 
of carbon emission management and reduction efforts of 
airports that voluntarily participate in ACI efforts in response 
to climate change. The Corporation has participated in 
the program since 2014, and currently operates on Level 
3. Level 3(Optimisation) refers not only to the calculation 
and reduction of direct/indirect carbon emissions within 
Corporation premises, but also the calculation of carbon
emissions from other stakeholders in the airport region. The 
Corporation updates and is re-accredited its Level 3 status 
through on-going management of emissions, and will make 
further efforts to offset direct/indirect emissions to acquire 
even higher levels of accreditation.

Environmental Management System(ISO 14001) 
The Corporation acquired Environmental Management 
System Accreditation (ISO 14001) for airport construction and 
operations in 1998 and 2002 respectively. The Corporation 
continues to improve the environment by fulfilling the 
requirements of ISO, establishing environmental goals and 
conducting key environmental management evaluations, 
internal environmental inspection
and education, receiving inspections for post-management 
every year through external accrediation agencies and 
ensuring suitability of its environmental management system 
once every 3 years through a re-accreditation process.

Green 1 rating for Green Standard for Energy 
and Environmental Design 
G-SEED is a system in which MoLIT and MoE grants accred 
itation for eco-friendly buildings that have contributed to 
energy conservation and environmental pollution reduction 
throughout all processes, such as design/construction, 
maintenance/management, etc. Incheon Airport’s 2nd 
Passenger Terminal and the 2nd Transportation Center has 
acquired the highest G-SEED rating (Green 1 rating) through 
its excellent lighting, ventilation, insulation design and 
highly efficient LED lighting, new renewable energy, use 
of products with eco-friendly designation marks, creation 
of natural green areas, and the extension of the Phase 4 
expansion project has also received the highest rating (Green 
1 rating, reserve) for its design phase.(Construction to be 
completed in 2024) 

Energy Management Working Committee Meeting

GREEN BUSINESS Governance

ESG Management Action Organization

ISO50001 certificate of 
accreditation

ACA 3 certificate of accreditation ISO14001 certificate of 
accreditation

G-SEED logo

Operation of a dedicated organization for
energy management 

The	Corporation	operates	a	‘Greenhouse	Gas	Emission	Redu	
ction	&	Energy	Conservation	Action	Committee’	composed	
of	 top	management,	 in	accordance	with	 the	Ministry	of	
Trade,	Industry	and	Energy’s	「Regulations	for	Rationalizing	
the	Use	of	Energy	by	Public	 Institutions」.	This	committee	
is	a	dedicated	energy	organization	at	 the	enterprise	 level	
created	 for	 the	purpose	of	achieving	eco-friendly	airport,	
and	operates	several	organizations	at	 the	working	 level,	
such	as	the	‘Energy	Management	Working	Committee’,	a	key	
consultative	group	for	key	offices	that	use	energy,	and	‘Energy	
Guardian’,	composed	of	employees	 from	the	Corporation,	
its	affiliates,	and	other	resident	companies.	The	committee	
makes	decisions	regarding	energy	conservation	measures	
every	quarter	to	establish	&	execute	basic	plans	for	the	low-
carbon	eco-friendly	strategy,	analyze	&	evaluate	performance,	
and	respond	to	climate	change.	

Incheon Airport Innovation Network

Incheon Airport Open Innovation Action Group
Working teams (ESG, innovation growth & organizational innovation)

Greenhouse Gas Reduction 
Energy Conservation Committee

Shared Growth 
Committee

Social Contribution 
Committee

Human Rights Management 
Committee

Ethical Management 
Committee

E S S S G

Incheon Airport ESG Committee
Executive/Non-executive Directors

ESG Management Office
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Education/Publications/
Awards/Donation

Education activities

Special lecture on ESG Management

IIAC conducted a special lecture titled ‘ESG Puts Food 
on Your Table’ twice in 2021 for Corporation employees 
to encourage them to propagate and participate in ESG 
management. The Corporation also conducted a special 
lecture on ‘The Trends and Execution Strategy of ESG 
Management’ on April 9, and a contact-free lecture on ‘Zero 
Waste and Green Airports’ on October 1. The two lectures 
provided an opportunity to increase the awareness and 
understanding of ESG management as a future development 
strategy for the Corporation’s executives and employees, as 
well as renew their commitment to its execution.

2050 Carbon Neutrality lecture

The Corporation conducted a 2050 Carbon Neutrality lecture 
for Energy Guardian on December 10, 2021 for the purpose 
of promoting carbon neutrality and propagating its culture of 
action. This class which focused on ‘Strengthening Incheon 
Airport’s capabilities through implementation of low-carbon 
eco-friendly airport’ introduced the Corporation’s efforts to 
achieve carbon neutrality and highlighted its importance, 
and elevated its meaning and value by conducting the 
event on the carbon awareness week designated by the 
government in commemoration of the first anniversary of 
‘2050 Carbon Neutrality Vision Declaration’.

Publication of Management Reports

Green Report 

The Corporation is exerting multidimensional efforts to 
establish and execute a low-carbon eco-friendly managem 
ent strategy. The Corporation has been publishing Green 
Reports since 1995 to share such activities with various 
stakeholders, and this report is the 28th report published by 
the Corporation that contains the Corporation’s eco-friendly 
management vision and strategy, performance, and key 
indicators.

Sustainability Report

The Corporation has been publishing Sustainability Report 
every year since 2007 for the purpose of sharing its sustaina 
ble management vision and activities, performance, etc. 
with stakeholders. This report is composed to highlight ESG 
and future technology-related matters by reflecting ESG-
based social values management and innovative growth 
trends, as well as key issues determined through importance 
assessments.

ESG Bond Issuance Report

The Corporation issued ESG-accredited foreign bonds for the 
first time since its inception to overcome the financial crisis 
incurred by COVID-19. The Corporation newly acquired the 
highest level of international credit rating for Korean state-
owned firms, as well as the Second Party Opinion (SPO) 
from international ESG evaluation agencies (DNV, S&P). The 
Corporation was able to prepare for the potential financial 
market crunch by diversifying its loan structure and save on 
financial costs through such efforts. The Corporation also 
acquired international ESG SPO, and proved its commitment 
to ESG management by securing funds for its ESG project.

Donation of Solar Power Generation 
Facilities

The Corporation contributes to the supply of new renewable 
energy and improvement of energy welfare by supporting 
the installation of solar power generation equipment in 
social welfare facilities. The Corporation supported the costs 
involving the installation of solar power generation facilities 
on the rooftop of the Monica Home in 2021, a joint home for 
single mothers and their children. The Corporation hopes 
that the savings earned from electricity bills at the Monica 
Home will be used to provide higher quality benefits for the 
residents.

Airport in 2001, effective recycling of water resources, and 
its contributions to preservation of water resources in the 
airport vicinity.

2050 Carbon Neutrality Lecture

Energy Guardian Workshop  

Energy Guardian is an energy conservation consultative 
group composed of employees from the Corporation, its 
affiliates, and resident companies in the airport. They 
conduct activities to actually conserve energy, such as 
managing  cooling/heating temperatures and discovering 
new ideas for energy conservation.
The Corporation conducted an Energy Guardian workshop 
on July 9, 2021 to improve expertise and encourage activities 
of energy guardians, and invited a professional lecturer to 
give a class on new renewable energy, case studies of energy 
conservation by overseas airports, carbon neutrality, and 
RE100.

Awards related to environment

Commendation from the Minister of Trade, 
Industry and Energy for Energy Efficiency, 
Korea Energy Awards 2021 

The Corporation received Commendation from the Minister 
of Trade, Industry and Energy for Energy Efficiency, Korea 
Energy Awards 2021 in recognition of its contributions to 
carbon neutrality through efforts such as establishment & 
execution of vision to implement a low-carbon/eco-friendly 
airport, leadership in vitalization of national hydrogen 
economy, and active adoption of new renewable energy. 

Commendation from the Minister of 
Environment for Water Resource Management 
(World Water Day), 2021 

The Corporation received Commendation from the Minister of 
Environment for Water Resource Management (World Water 
Day), 2021 in recognition of achieving ‘Zero environmental 
pollution accidents’ during 20 years of operating waste water 
reclamation and reuse system since the opening of Incheon 

Name of award Awarded by

Commendation from the 
Minister of Trade, Industry 
and Energy for Energy 
Efficiency, Korea Energy 
Awards 2021

Ministry of Trade, 
Industry and Energy

Commendation from the 
Minister of Environment for 
Water Resource Management 
(World Water Day), 2021

Ministry of 
Environment

Korea Energy Awards 
Commendation

Water Resource Management 
Merit Award

2021 Sustainability Report 2021 Green Report Solar power generation facility on the rooftop of Monica Home

GREEN BUSINESS Governance
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Campaigns 

2050 Carbon Neutrality Action Campaign 

IIAC conducted the 2050 Carbon Neutrality Implementation 
Campaign from December 6 to 10, 2021. This campaign was 
planned to propagate the culture of implementing carbon 
neutrality to raise awareness of Incheon Airport’s response 
to climate change and improve the commitment to achieve 
carbon neutrality in line with the first anniversary of the 
government’s comprehensive ‘2050 Carbon Neutrality Vision 
Declaration’ under the banner of ‘Before It’s Too Late’.
The campaign successfully conveyed the key message to 
passengers and on-site employees at the Incheon Airport 
that everyone’s participation and actions are required to 
achieve carbon neutrality through ‘Carbon Neutrality Puzzle 
Solving’, showing how the individual pieces come together 
and create one grand picture, and also promoted carbon 
neutral activities that can be undertaken by executives and 
employees on a daily basis by ‘Deleting Unnecessary Mails’.

ESG Implementation Campaign

The Corporation set ‘ESG management innovation’ as a key 
strategic initiative while establishing ‘New Vision 2030+’ 
back in March of 2021, and has since conducted a variety of 
ESG implementation campaigns to propagate ESG values 
and create an inviting atmosphere for the efforts. The 
Corporation raised awareness regarding the seriousness of 
environmental issues for its executives and employees and 
encouraged their participation in carbon neutrality efforts 
through various campaigns, such as the ‘Let’s Use Dish 
Washing Soap’ campaign, something anyone can do easily, 
as well as ‘Plastic Zero Campaign’, ‘Green Value Dream 
Trip Campaign’, collection of ice packs and operation of 
disposable plastic cup collectors, and Plogging Confirmation 
Challenge, where you pick up trash while jogging.

Participation in the GOGO Challenge 

The Corporation CEO Kim Kyung Wook participated in the 
‘GOGO Challenge’ on June 15, 2021, a campaign to reduce 
the use of plastics in daily living. ‘GOGO Challenge’ is a 
relay-style environmental protection campaign launched by 
the Ministry of Environment on January 4, 2021, in which 
participants commit to one thing they will and will not do 
respectively to reduce the use of plastics in daily living on 
social media networks and designate the next challenger. 
CEO Kim Kyung Wook chose ‘Reduce the use of plastics! 
Make more use of tumblers! Work hard to implement 
ESG management!’ as his action motto, and promised his 
commitment to protect the environment by reducing the 
use of plastics and implementing Incheon Airport’s ESG 
management.

Plastic ZERO Campaign

The Corporation opened the ‘Eco Up Lounge’ in the Terminal 
2 in April 2019, built by recycling traveling bags being thrown 
away at the Incheon Airport, and has been conducting a 
variety of efforts to achieve the goal of ‘Plastic-free Incheon 
Airport.’ The Corporation built consensus throughout 
the enterprise regarding ESG management by inducing 
voluntary participation from executives and employees 
through the ‘Plastic ZERO Campaign’ which encourages daily 
use of tumblers, eco-bags, and eco-friendly duty free shop 
packaging, etc. The Corporation also drastically reduced 
the use of air caps for packaging duty free products sold at 
Incheon Airport from 3 layers to 1, and adopted the use of 
biodegradable, eco-friendly duty free shop shopping bags in 
February, 2021.

2050 Carbon Neutrality Puzzle Campaign
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ESG Management Innovation Contest

The Corporation jointly hosted the ‘Contest to Discover ESG 
Management Innovation Ideas’ in September 2021 with 
Inha University. The contest was planned to discover new 
and creative ideas related to ESG management innovation, 
actively apply them to workplaces of public institutions 
and propagate social values to the regional society. 12 
teams composed of 4 public institutions based in Incheon, 
including Incheon International Airport Corporation, and 
undergraduate students from Inha University collaborated 
for 3 months to propose various ideas regarding ‘ESG 
Management Innovation of Public Institutions’ during the 
contest. In particular, the ‘WeSG’ team which proposed 
‘Green Safeguards’, a gaming app where Incheon Airport 
passengers conduct ESG missions in a metaverse platform 
and participate in Incheon Airport’s ESG efforts, won the 
Head of the Organization Award and Gold Award. The ‘ESG 
Avengers’ and the ‘Green Atti’ team received Silver Awards 
by proposing multilingual traditional fairy tale audio books 
for multicultural households and waste upcycling experience 
zone for the Yeong jongdo region, respectively. The 
Corporation plans to conduct internal reviews and actively 
reflect the ideas that won awards to its ESG management 
innovation initiatives.

Green Value Upcycling Campaign

The Corporation also conducted campaigns to reduce 
the use of plastics in daily living by installing washers 
and disposable plastic cup collectors. Plastic cups which 
were collected using washers and disposable plastic cup 
collectors installed on the first floor of Incheon Airport 
Building between October 26 and December 26, 2021 were 
transformed into filaments after careful selection and 
washing, and turned into upcycling products, such as cotton 
doll cushions, tumblers, and mug cups. The Corporation 
played its part to propagate ESG values by donating 
1,364 sets of these upcycling products to children from 
multicultural families in the Incheon area.

Green Value Trip Campaign

IIAC took the initiative in propagating eco-friendly traveling 
culture in anticipation of the recovery of aviation with the 
Green Value Trip Campaign in the midst of the global ESG 
trend. The campaign was conducted through Naver’s Happy 
Bean homepage from September 16 to October 14. The 
campaign consisted of 4 stages, including discovery of eco-
friendly ways to travel, committing to eco-friendly ways 
to travel, acting on and exemplifying eco-friendly ways to 
travel, and sponsoring eco-friendly companies. Eco-friendly 
traveling goods, such as eco-bags and tumblers, were given 
away as gifts every time missions were completed for each 
stage, and the proceeds raised from the funding through 
campaign participation were used to support eco-friendly 
companies.

Ice Pack Recycling Campaign

The Corporation acknowledges the seriousness of enviro 
nmental pollution issues caused by more ice packs being 
thrown away with the expansion of the food delivery 
culture, and has taken decisive steps to recycle them. 
The Corporation sent 2,554 ice packs jointly collected 
by executives and employees from Korea Environment 
Corporation, Sudokwon Landfill Site Management Corp., and 
Incheon Port Authority to two social economic organizations 
so they can be used for delivery of products, such as marine 
products and meats. The Corporation collected clean ice 
packs capable of being recycled with active participation 
from the employees for 3 weeks between June 28 and July 
16, 2021. The recycling of 2,554 ice packs that were collected 
resulted in reducing 1.5 tons of micro-plastics and monetary 
savings of about KRW 2.9 million in costs, such as costs to 
purchase new ice packs and processing cost burdens by 
regional governments, such as ice pack incineration/burial/
transport. Single-use plastic cup collector

Ice pack collection box
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RE100 Participation

The first Asian airport to join the global RE100

IIAC officially declared Incheon Airport’s joining of RE100 
on February 25, 2022, the first-ever Asian airport to do so, 
for the purpose of preemptively responding to the climate 
change crisis and leading the transition to low-carbon 
economy. RE100 (Renewable Electricity 100%) is a global 
eco-friendly campaign led by the British NGO, The Climate 
Group and CDP, which aims to transition 100% of energy 
used by corporations into renewable energy by 2050. 
Currently over 370 global corporations participate in RE100, 
including Apple, Google and Microsoft, with 19(As of May 
2022) Korean corporations participating, including Incheon 
International Airport Corporation. 

100% transition of power used for airport 
operations into renewable energy by 2040

The Corporation became the first airport in Asia to join the 
global RE100 for the purpose of leading the era of carbon 
neutrality, and set ambitious goals to supply 100% of 
the power used in the airport using renewable energy by 
2040. The Corporation has built foundations to implement 
RE100, such as establishing renewable energy development 
roadmap for each stage, and is marching ahead to become 
an energy self-sufficient airport. 

Renewable 
energy

G R E E N

Incheon International Airport Corporation became 
the first airport in Asia to join the global RE100 for 
the purpose of leading the era of carbon neutrality, 
and set ambitious goals to supply 100% of the 
power used in the airport using renewable energy 
by 2040. The Corporation has built foundations to 
implement RE100, such as establishing renewable 
energy development roadmap for each stage, and is 
marching ahead to become an energy self-sufficient 
airport. 

GREEN BUSINESS Renewable energy

RE100 joining ceremony

RE100 Logo

2021

5.4%
2030

60%
2040

100%

Incheon Airport's goals to transition to renewable energy

Solar panels installed at the Transportation Center 2

Methods to implement RE100

3rd party PPA Own installationEquity participation

Green Premium

Consumer of electricity buys elec 
ricity generated from renewable 
energy by paying a Green Premium 
to KEPCO, separate from existing 
electricity bills.

Purchasing of power and REC toge 
ther by signing of a PPA(Power Purc 
hase Agreement) between consumer 
of electricity and energy developer 
with KEPCO serving as intermediary.

Consumer of electricity invests in eq 
uity of renewable energy generation 
business, and signs a separate 3rd 
party PPA or a REC contract with the 
energy developer.

Consumer of electricy installs rene 
wable energy facility for its own use.

Purchase of REC

Consumer of electricity buys rene 
wable energy REC that is not used 
for complying with RPS mandates 
through a REC transaction platform 
implemented by Korea Energy 
Agency
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Geothermal power generation

Geothermal power generation is a method of generating heat 
or power using the vapors created by inserting water 4~5kms 
underground and heating it using earth’s heat. Unlike power 
generation using fossil fuels, this method emits almost no 
greenhouse gases or pollutants, and stable operation with 
24-hour energy supply is possible with a single installation. 
Incheon International Airport Corporation has installed and 
operated 8MW geothermal power generation facilities in 7 
locations since 2007, and is continuing its efforts to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions.

Renewable Energy Generation 

Solar power generation

With the shifts in paradigm in terms of climate crisis and 
energy, Incheon International Airport Corporation has 
conducted bold energy innovations by expanding the use of 
new renewable energy sources, such as solar and geothermal 
energy. Incheon Airport has continued installation of solar 
power generation facilities using airport facilities and idle 
properties such building rooftops since 2006 and installed 
solar power generation facilities on top of the Terminal 2 
and other locations as part of the 3rd phase construction 
project for use in airport operations as well. The Corporation 
installed new 3.2MW solar power generation facilities by 
utilizing the rooftop of the Cargo Terminal and the Second 
Terminal parking lot canopy, and is now supplying eco-
friendly energy to the airport with solar power generation 
facilities totaling 10.5MW.

Renewable Energy
Status and Expansion Plan

IIAC currently operates renewable energy generation 
facilities totaling 18.5MW(10.5MW from solar power, 8MW 
from geothermal), and plans to add 17MW more by 2025 
(15MW from solar power, 2MW from geothermal). It has 
acquired REC weighting for maritime solar power generation 

for continued expansion of renewable energy, and built a 
systematic foundation for new renewable energy generation 
facilities by attracting and constructing KEPCO substations. 
The Corporation will continue such efforts, as well as work 
toward establishing and implementing a mid/long-term 
RE100 implementation plan roadmap to become a true 
energy self-sufficient airport by 2040.

Category 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Solar power 2,627 5,868 5,868 7,351 10,497 

Geothermal power 2,412 7,998 7,998 7,998 7,998

Total 5,039 13,866 13,866 15,349 18,495 

Renewable energy capacity in Incheon Airport	 	 	  [Unit : kW, cumulative]

Category 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Solar power 2,096 6,943 6,463 7,228 8,889

Geothermal power 2,481 5,753 3,400 6,077 8,679

Total 4,577 12,696 9,863 13,305 17,568

Renewable electricity generation in Incheon Airport 	 	 	  [Unit : kW, cumulative]

Solar power operations status Capacity(kW)
19 locations 10,497

Solar power installation plan Capacity(kW)
7 locations 15,181

Geothermal operations status Capacity(kW)
7 locations 7,998

Geothermal installation plan Capacity(kW)
1 locations 2,234

Incheon Airport's renewable energy operation status & installation plan

Solar panels installed on the rooftop of Incheon Airport Cargo Terminal Incheon Airport's geothermal power generation system
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Eco-Friendly Charging Infrastructure 

IIAC has pursued implementation of a Green Airport since 
2014, and has defined 4 strategic initiatives to become a ‘low-
carbon & eco-friendly airport’ through ‘New Vision 2030+’. 
The Corporation is making efforts to implement charging 
infrastructures to lead the Green Mobility ecosystem, one of 
the 4 strategic initiatives. The Corporation will continue its 
efforts to resolve the inconveniences involved in charging for 
airport customers and airport-related workers and contribute 
to the expansion of EV adoption by increasing the number of 
eco-friendly vehicle charging stations. 

Expansion of EV charging stations

The Corporation has continued its efforts to implement 
charging infrastructure for EVs throughout the airport for the 
purpose of expanding eco-friendly vehicles. The Corporation 
has 88 EV charging stations in operation as of 2021, a 44% 
increase from the previous year, and aims to install and 
operate 132 stations in 2022 and 895 stations by 2025. The 
Corporation is also in the process of establishing a roadmap 
to implement a mid/long-term EV charging infrastructure 
for the purpose of responding to new policies and expand 
EV charging stations in appropriate locations in a timely 
manner.

Adoption of hydrogen stations

The Corporation has signed MOUs with Hyundai Motors, 
Air Liquide Korea and Hynet and pursued installation and 
operation of hydrogen stations in the airport for the purpose 
of aligning with government plans to vitalize the hydrogen 
economy and contributing to the expansion of eco-friendly 
vehicles. 
As a result, the Corporation has attracted the first hydrogen 
station near the Terminal 1 in January 2021, and the largest 
commercial hydrogen station in the country near the  
Terminal 2 in July 2021.
The Corporation expects improvement in convenience for 
airport customers, as well as expansion of hydrogen vehicles 
in the area through such efforts.

Eco-friendly 
mobility

G R E E N

Incheon International Airport Corporation has 
implemented a green mobility operation system 
and is transitioning vehicles operating in the airport 
area into eco-friendly vehicles. It continues to 
expand charging infrastruture for EVs and hydrogen 
cars, and is aiming for 100% eco-friendly transition 
of ground support equipment and implementation 
of UAM commercialization basis by 2030.

GREEN BUSINESS Eco-friendly mobility

T1 hydrogen station T2 hydrogen station

Project cost KRW 3B (KRW 1.5B from govt. subsidies) Project cost KRW 6B (KRW 1.5B from govt. subsidies)

Capacity 250kg/day Capacity 1,000kg/day

Began operation January 4, 2021 Began operation July 30, 2021

Charging facility Sole charging for 1 passenger car Charging facility Simultaneous charging of 2 buses

Operating hours 08:00~22:00(open all year) Operating hours 08:00~22:00(open all year)

Hydrogen station

EV	charging	station

Status of Incheon Airport’s Eco-Friendly Vehicle Charging Infrastructure

T2 Hydrogen station

T2 Regular Route Bus Parking Lot : 2

T1 Hydrogen station

Training Center : 2

T1 Long-term Parking Lot : 8

T2 Bus Gate : 2

2nd Airport Complex : 4

IT Wing : 1

Power	WingC	:	1

Main	SubstationA	:	2

Logistics Complex : 7

AICC	:	2

Ramp Bus Garage : 6

Cargo Terminal (north) : 4

Cargo Terminal(south) : 4

Incheon Airport Complex : 25

T2 Short-term parking lot : 18
EV charging station
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Implementation of charging infrastructure for 
electric ground handling equipment

The Corporation plans to expand charging infrastructure for 
electric ground support equipment(GSE) within the airport. 
The Corporation’s goal is to install more than 462 charging 
facilities by 2030, beginning with the pilot installation 
of 8 charging facilities for electric GSE in 2022. 461 old 
equipment will be transitioned to eco-friendly equipment 
first, including tug cars, cargo/belt loaders and towing cars, 
and the charging infrastructure will be built in stages.

Eco-Friendly Transition of 
Official Vehicles 

IIAC has transitioned 100% of its 164 vehicles for official use 
into eco-friendly vehicles in 2021. The Corporation expects 
to reduce 4,785tCO2 in emissions every year with its fleet 
of 50 electric cars, 84 hydrogen cars, 11 electric buses, 

and 10 hydrogen buses. The Corporation will work to lead 
the eco-friendly mobility transition and contribute to the 
improvement of atmospheric environment by adopting more 
hydrogen-powered shuttle buses in the future.

Eco-Friendly Transition of Ground 
Support Equipment

100% eco-friendly transition of diesel 
ground handling equipment

Special-purpose diesel vehicles are used in most of the 
ground operations in the airport, such as towing of aircraft, 
boarding of passengers, loading/unloading of cargo, etc. 
Ground support equipment(GSE) play a hidden vital role in 
aircraft take-off/landing and the safety and convenience of 
passengers. But it is also regarded as a cause of greenhouse 
gas emission and air pollution due to its frequent usage 
and use of diesel fuel. The Corporation’s goal is to complete 
100% transition of diesel GSE into eco-friendly equipment 
by 2030 through agreements and consultative groups with 
operators. The Corporation is planning to install/operate 
dedicated charging facilities for these operations equipment 
and secure government subsidies and internal incentives to 
relieve early investment burdens for the operators incurred 
by the transition to electric GSE.

Electric Vehicle Hybrid VehicleHydrogen Vehicle

50 vehicles 84 vehicles

Status of eco-friendly official vehicles

Electric Bus Hydrogen Bus

11 vehicles 10 vehicles

30 vehicles

Phase 1(2025) Phase 2(2028) Phase 3(2030)

150
32%

300+
65%

462+
100%

Number of charging facilities

Charging station for electric ground support equipment

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021
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2
0

94

2

30

Electric
Hybrid
Hydrogen

(Unit: vehicles)

GREEN BUSINESS Eco-friendly mobility

Pave the way for UAM 
Commercialization 

The Corporation is paving the way for commercialization of 
UAM (Urban Air Mobility), the next-generation state-of-the-
art transportation system that transports passengers and 
cargo in a safe and convenient manner within the urban 
environment, based on electric-powered low-noise aircraft 
and vertical take-off/landing aircraft transport area. The 
Corporation is making contributions to the development of 
core technology and systems required to implement next-
generation air mobility infrastructure, such as drones, UAM, 
RAM, and reviewing new aviation systems and establishing 
response plans by participating in Ministry of Land, 
Infrastructure and Transport’s proof of concept projects. The 
Corporation also participates in the ‘UAM Team Korea’ where 
it plays the role of partner in government’s key initiatives to 
strengthen the alignment between urban areas and airports 
and cultivate new future industries. The Corporation also 
plans to review properties and required facilities for UAM 
take-off/landing site(Vertiport) within Incheon Airport and 
contribute to the commercialization of Korean-type Urban 
Air Mobility (K-UAM) at the government level.

Incheon Airport's electric shuttle busIncheon Airport's high capacity electric shuttle bus

Imaginary view of UAM Vertiport
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Management of the Atmosphere and 
Air Quality

Management of airport vehicle gas emissions

The Corporation is continuing its efforts to reduce gas em 
issions from airport vehicles, such as the 100% eco-friendly 
transition of airport vehicles for official use, and plans 
to expand charging infra for EVs/hydrogen vehicles by 
increasing the number of EV facilities to 132 by December 
2022. It will also deter carbon emissions through on-going 
Green  Mobility expansion initiatives, such as the pilot 
installation and operation of 7 dedicated charging facilities 
in 2022 for successive eco-friendly transition of obsolete 
diesel operations equipment.

Management of Air Quality

The Corporation operates a comprehensive air quality 

Waste Management

The Corporation made efforts for optimal operation of re 
source collection facilities & categorization processing 
center, reduction of waste created, and improvement of the 
recycling rate. As a result, it has created profits by selling 
KRW 1.28B worth of waste (16 kTons) through discovery 
of valuable waste. It will continue its efforts toward 
implementing a zero-waste airport in 2022 by reducing 
waste and creating an eco-friendly virtuous circle of resource 
culture based on the 3R elements of Reduce, Reuse and 
Recycle.

Management of Water Resources

The Corporation purifies waste water and sewage generated 
in the airport area at the waste water reclamation and 
reuse system and recycles them for use as cleaning water in 
lavatories, cooling/cleaning of machinery, and gardening. 
The Corporation managed to save 220K tons of water 
in 2021, resulting in savings of KRW 5.4B in costs. The 
Corporation has also installed oil separating facilities in 5 
locations in the airport to intercept initial rainfall generated 
in the rampway regions that contain oil, and discharges 
them to oil reservoirs after processing them to below 5PPM.

management system for air pollutant generating facilities 
and vehicles, aircraft, etc. during airport operations. 
The Corporation has installed air quality measurement 
equipment in 3 locations to measure and monitor air quality 
24 hours a day to monitor changes in air quality in the area.

• Mobile sources of pollution
Regular inspections and improvements of mobile sources 
of pollution, such as aircraft and ground operations 
equipment within airport facilities.

• Point sources of pollution
- Resource collection facilities: Implement Clean-Plant with 
emitted gas processing facilities in incineration facilities
- Combined heat and power plant: Minimize generation 
of pollutants by using LNG and low-sulfur diesel fuel 
(emergency fuel)

Management of indoor air quality

The Corporation has installed indoor air quality measu 
rement equipment and conducts real-time monitoring 
in 6 locations in the 1st and 2nd Passenger Terminal and 
the Concourse Building to manage indoor air quality. It 
also measures indoor air quality in 34 locations within 
passenger terminals every quarter, submits the results to 
authorities, and discloses them transparently through its 
homepage. It also separately manages air quality based on 
stricter standards to maintain optimal indoor air quality, by 
applying internal standards that are stricter than the legal 
mandate stipulated in the ‘Indoor Air Quality Management 
Law’, and defining an internal standard for replacement of 
air conditioning equipment, such as preparing response 
measures to different operational stages during times of 
severe yellow dust to address fine dust issues.

Response to Fine Dust

The Corporation immediately notifies stakeholders of 
emergency fine dust reduction actions and related 
information whenever they take place, each relevant team 
conducts appropriate response actions, and the Environment 
Management Team reports the results of these actions to the 
MoLIT and Incheon Metropolitan City.

Noise Countermeasure Project

IIAC conducts noise countermeasure projects in Bukd 
omyeon, Ongjin-gun and Nambuk-dong, Jung-gu impacted 
by aircraft noise under relevant laws. It provides installation 
of soundproof & cooling facilities and support for electricity 
bills for cooling during summer for residential facilities 
in these areas. It also supports increase of income for 
regional governments and their welfare projects for noise 
countermeasure areas and regions in the vicinity. Such 
countermeasures and support projects are conducted 
through approval from the Airport Noise Countermeasures 
Committee, composed of airport noise-related personnel, 
experts,  and representatives of the residents.  The 
Corporation plans to continue conducting projects to 
support stakeholders in areas affected by noise in the future.

Environmental 
management

G R E E N

The Corporation has implemented and is operating 
airport environment atmosphere management system 
to reduce air pollution due to airport operations. It 
conducts regular inspection of pollution sources, such 
as aircraft flight-related equipment and facilities in the 
airport area, and operates a Clean-Plant by installing an 
emission gas processing facility for incinerators.

GREEN BUSINESS Environmental management

Key performance results of the noise countermeasures and 
resident support projects

Soundproof 
facilities

Installation completed 
for 24 houses out of 
28 (completed for all 

houses that applied for 
installation)

Electricity bill for 
cooling

Providing support 
for electricity bills for 

cooling during the 
summer season

Cooling facilities
Installation 

completed for 24 
houses out of 28 
(completed for all 

houses that applied 
for installation)

Providing support of up to 
75% for increased income 
of regional governments 

(Ongjin-gun, Jung-gu) and 
resident welfare projects

Support for TV 
license fees

Providing support for 
residents that pay TV 

license fees

Noise Management

Enhanced noise monitoring

To minimize the impact of aircraft noise, Incheon Airport has 
minimized the areas affected by noise by designing it as an 
offshore airport from the onset of construction planning. The 
airport also has implemented its own monitoring system 
for reduction of aircraft noise on an on-going basis. There 
are 21 measuring networks in place as of 2021, including 
in Yeongjongdo, Bukdo-myeon, and Ganghwado, and the 
results are transparently disclosed through the Incheon 
Airport website and the Airport Noise Portal System.

North Jangbong

Jangbong 
Ongam

Modo North
Sido

Sindo

New Airport Town
North of 

1st runway

South of 
1st runway

South of 
3rd runway

Deokgyo-dong

Eurwang-dong

Nambuk-dong 1
Nambuk-dong 2

Modo 
South

West 
Jangbong

Locations of aircraft noise 
measurement facilities

Muui-dong
Daebu-dong

Ganghwa Seokmo

Ganghwa Yangdo

Ganghwa Hwado

Yeongheung 
Daebu region

Ganghwa region

North of 
3st runway
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38,207

25,687

247,563

64,835

177

142,832

3

3

1,1133

79,3643

106,6803

3
3

17,8483

2

116,4983

12,0131

3,0101

1
1,7111 29,4442 11,0013

Incheon International Airport’s 
Carbon Footprint 

IIAC calculates the emission of greenhouse gases every year 
for each key emission source for the purpose of monitoring 
and reducing GHG emissions from airport operations. Total 
amount of GHG emitted by Incheon International Airport 
was 890,186.7tCO2 in 2021, of which 1.8% were emitted from 
sources owned and controlled by the Corporation, 18.6% 
were emitted from use of power and mid-temperature hot 
water by the Corporation, and 79.6% were emitted from 
other indirect sources. The Corporation makes various efforts 
to reduce GHG emissions, not only from sources within the 
boundary of the Corporation’s control, but also for those 
without.

Net-zero
G R E E N

GREEN BUSINESS Net-zero

Aircraft auxiliary engine

Aircraft landing

Aircraft takeoff

Aircraft lift-off

Airport electricity

Ground handling equipment

Aircraft ground movement

Transport of passengers

Transport of employees

Corporation's official 
use vehicles

Boiler

Sewage treatment

Medium-temperature water for 
resident companiesMedium-temperature 

water for airport

Waste incineration

Electricity 
for resident 
companies

Category 2019 2020 2021

Scope 1 27,475.8 18,126.8 15,793.6

Scope 2 205,248.6 172,928.6 165,597.2

Scope 3 1,244,947.7 690,036.4 708,795.9

Total 1,477,672.1 881,091.8 890,186.7

Scope 1	 Direct emission of greenhouse gases, emission of greenhouse gases generated by emission sources owned and controlled 	
	 by the company(Vehicles, boiler, incineration, sewage treatment, etc.) 
Scope 2	 Indirect emission of greenhouse gases, emission of greenhouse gases generated from the use of electricity and steam 	
	 bought and consumed by the company
Scope 3	 	Other indirect emission of greenhouse gases, emission of greenhouse gases generated by facilities not owned or controlled 

by the company, although the emission is a result of company activities (Aircraft, ground support equipment, transport of 
passengers and employees, etc.)

*ACI Airport Carbon Accreditation Standards

Airport greenhouse gas emissions*	 	 	 	 	 [Unit: tCO2]
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Management of Greenhouse Gas 

IIAC is making multidimensional efforts to minimize green 
house gas emissions generated from airport operations. The 
amount of greenhouse emissions decreased by about 6% 
in 2021 from the previous year through such efforts. The 
Corporation will continue to conserve basic energy required 
for airport operations and achieve early carbon neutrality 
through proactive greenhouse gas management. 

GREEN BUSINESS Net-zero

Category Specification Number 
of units

Installation 
location

First 
Passenger 
Terminal

CD-level

90kVA

9 9 gates

E-level 62 31 gates

F-level 16 4 gates

Concourse 
Building

CD-level 14 13 gates

E-level 30 15 gates

F-level 8 2 gates

Second 
Passenger 
Terminal

CD-level 15 15 gates

E-level 34 17 gates

F-level 20 5 gates

Status of AC-GPS operation

Operation of AC-GPS

AC-GPS (Air Craft-Ground Power Supply) is a ground power 
supply equipment that supplies power required while the 
aircraft is parked in the rampway. This is an eco-friendly 
equipment that reduces the amount of energy used by 98% 
compared to the method of supplying power with APU. 
Incheon International Airport Corporation has 208 AC-GPS 
units in operation as of 2022, and plans to increase them to 
275 units by 2024.

Operation of low-carbon green aprons

The Corporation operates low-carbon green aprons that 
assign aircraft to the nearest aprons in line with the runway 
used for the flight to minimize ground movement distance 
for aircraft. Operation of green aprons reduced about 13 
hours and 57 minutes in aircraft ground movement in 2021, 
and it also reduced the use of aircraft fuel by 23.593㎏ and 
greenhouse gas emitted from aircraft by 74,284kg. The 
Corporation plans to continue its contribution to reduction 
of aircraft fuel usage and greenhouse gas emissions through 
such operational improvements.

Efforts to Reduce Greenhouse Gas

Operation of PC-Air

PC-Air(Pre-Conditioned Air) is an equipment that supplies 
cooling/heating inside the aircraft while it is parked in the 
ramp. Unlike the method of supplying cooling/heating using 
an APU (Auxiliary Power Unit), PC-Air is capable of reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions and fuel costs as it provides 
cooling/heating using electricity supplied by the airport, 
reducing the amount of time for running aircraft engine. 
Incheon International Airport Corporation has 91 PC-Air 
units in operation as of 2021, and will seek to contribute to 
implementing a low-carbon green airport by increasing the 
number of units to 128 by 2024 and reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions.

Operation of A-CDM

A-CDM (Airport Collaborative Decision Making) is a system 
that contributes to the improvement of flight efficiency and 
relief of airport congestion by sharing aircraft movement 
and preparation time information among cooperating 
organizations that were individually managed in the past 
by persons that conduct aircraft flight-related work, such as 
airport operators, air traffic control centers, airliners, ground 
operators, etc. Incheon International Airport Corporation 
became the first in Korea to adopt A-CDM in 2017 for the 
purpose of overcoming the continuously increasing air 
traffic and limitations to facility expansion, and is currently 
enjoying continued success in its operation thanks to the 
support from stakeholders. A-CDM is an eco-friendly system 
as it reduces fuel consumption and carbon emission by 
shortening the unnecessary time for aircraft movement and 
ground standby.

Operation of A-SMGCS

A-SMGCS (Advanced Surface Movement Guidance and 
Control System) is an integrated ground control system that 
interlinks with important air operation information based 
on ILCMS (Individual Lighting Control & Monitoring System), 
such as aircraft flight information, weather information, 
ground monitoring radar information, etc., to provide 
functions such as monitoring movements of aircraft, as 
well as all other moving objects in the airport, its route of 
movement, notification, and control of ground traffic. 
Incheon International Airport Corporation has advanced its 
existing A-SMGCS and is now providing the 24H Follow the 
Greens (air lighting guidance control) service which enables 
runways to just check and follow the green light emitted 
by the air lighting facilities regardless of time of day and 
weather to reach its final destination, instead of relying on 
control guidance for every aircraft movement route (April 
2020~). Follow the Greens service transitions the method 
of voice control method where the name is notified using 
existing guidance to a visual control where individual lighting 
guides movement, preventing wrong entry into runways 
& taxiways that can occur due to the complicated airport 
structure and shortening time of movement on the ground. 
The Corporation actually managed to reduce the rate of 
wrong entries into taxiways by 79.4% (based on Incheon 
Airport runways and parallel taxiways) after providing 
the Follow the Greens service by resolving unclear voice 
communications for aircraft pilots and improving their 
awareness of movement routes, and the satisfaction level of 
the service recorded a very high 95% among pilots. 
Also, according to ACI (Airports Council International) and 
SESAR (Single European Sky ATM Research), Follow the 
Greens service led to a 41% decrease in greenhouse gas 
emissions by improving airport congestions and drastically 
reducing aircraft fuel consumption through a 37% reduction 
of aircraft ground movements.

AC-GPS

Category 2019 2020 2021

Direct 31,344 20,089 17,891 

Indirct 230,375 189,364 179,094  

Total 261,720 209,452 196,985  

Greenhouse gas emissions*	 [Unit: tCO2] 

*Based on greenhouse gases emission trading

PC-Air Aeronautical light facilities

A-CDM 
aircraft 

movement 
time data 
sharing

Air Traffic 
Control

Rampway 
Control

Airport 
Operator

Airliner

Ground 
Operator

A-CDM operations

Operation of A-SMGCS

*Based on greenhouse gases emission trading
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Management of Energy Use

Enterprise-level energy management & reduction

IIAC manages energy use at the enterprise level to reduce 
energy use. Key departments with high level of energy use 

BEMS (Building Energy Management System) & 
Solar Power Generation Monitoring System

Building Energy Management System (BEMS) is a system 
that monitors energy usage for each energy source in 
real-time by installing sensors and measuring equipment 
in facilities (lighting, cooling & heating facility, etc.) that 
use energy inside buildings for the purpose of efficient 
energy management. It enables efficient analysis of energy 
consumption in buildings and establishment of energy 
management plans. Solar power generation monitoring 
system is a system capable of monitoring power generation, 
operating status, etc. of the solar power generation facility 
in real-time, analyze the power generated, and manage the 
facilities.

Management of indoor temperatures
The Corporation’s Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction & 
Energy Use Reduction Action Committee sets appropriate 
indoor temperatures for the summer and winter seasons 
to minimize waste of energy. The Committee maintains 
the indoor temperature at pleasant levels in the passenger 
terminals and the Incheon International Airport Training 
Center to maintain service levels for airport customers, and 
applies government guidelines for work facilities depending 
on the existence of non-electrical cooling & heating facilities. 

set goals to reduce energy usage, and proactively explore 
areas in which energy use can be reduced, such as replacing 
existing equipment with highly efficient equipment, power 
saving efforts for facilities, etc. The Corporation will actively 
continue its monitoring activities to further reduce energy 
use.

Energy Saving

Energy use reduction activities & results

The Corporation is improving its operational conditions in 
facilities by turning off lighting and reducing the operation 

time of facilities in areas where they are not necessary and 
improving facilities through adoption & replacement with 
highly efficient apparatus to reduce energy usage.

Category Activity Saved electricity
(kWh/year)

Reduced Greenhouse 
gas emissions

(tCO2)

Operational 
improvements

Power saving in lighting, such as lighting tower, arrival hall, etc. 2,860 1,367

Power saving in flight information terminals during late night 
periods 2,118 1,013

Power saving operations in BHS region lighting in the Concourse 
Building 1,821 871

Changes to parameters of reactive power compensator 
equipment in the baggage processing facility 1,245 595

Facility 
improvements Remodeling of obsolete elevators 1,143 547

Key energy saving activities in 2021

Replacement with highly efficient LED lighting

The Corporation has transitioned 100% of its lighting 
inside passenger terminals into LEDs in 2020 by adopting 
highly efficient LED lighting. The Corporation completed 
the replacement of 415 guide lights in the taxiways to LED 
in 2021, and is also planning to transition 84 flash lamps 
in the runway entrances to LED as well by 2023, to not 
only achieve reduction of energy use, but also significantly 
improve visibility in determining current location and 
movement routes for pilots, thereby contributing to safe 
flight of aircraft. The Corporation also contributes to the 
coexistence and development with SMEs and enhancement 
of LED lighting technology with its support for SMEs by on-

Indoor temperature criteria

Passenger & 
training facilities

Under
20~24℃  

Over 
22~24℃ 

Work facilities
(39 wings, including 

Airport Terminal)

Under
20℃ 

Over 
26℃

Work facilities
(95 other auxiliary 

buildings)

Under
18℃

Over 
27℃

Winter season Summer season

Energy Saving performance in 2021

Category

Key departments that use energy

TotalTerminal 
Machinery 

Team

Plant 
Maintenance 

Team

BHS 
Operations 

Team
Elevator 

Services Team
Teminal 

Electrical 
Team

Airport 
Electrical 

Team

Goal(TJ) 1,317 518 116 108 470 23 2,552

Result(TJ) 1,296 515 93 87 419 20 2,430

Success rate(%) 100 100 100 100 100 100

Energy use by departments (in 2021)

Category
Facility improvements Operational improvements

Total
Electricity Electricity Heating

Number of cases 17 32 2 51

Reduction effect(tCO2) 796 7,293 0 8,089

Savings effect(KRW 1M) 165 1,519 179 1,863

Investment(KRW 1M) 4,112 0 0 4,112

Efforts to Reduce Greenhouse Gas 
by the Aviation Industry

Aviation industry’s carbon neutrality

The emission of carbon dioxide due to international air 
transport continues to increase with the global increase of 
air transportation. The international community and the 
aviation industry are declaring carbon neutrality in response 
to the climate crisis, and Incheon International Airport 
Corporation is also actively participating in the industry’s 
carbon neutrality efforts through transition into eco-friendly 
vehicles/aircraft and adoption of biofuels, etc.

Pave the way for hydrogen aircraft and 
Sustainable Aviation Fuel(SAF)

The Corporation is paving the way for commercialization 
for hydrogen aircraft and biofuels as a preemptive act 
ion to reduce aircraft carbon emissions and fine dust. 
Airbus is currently developing aircraft with the goal of 
commercialization in 2035, and biofuel for aircraft that uses 
biomass as input is capable of reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions by up to 80% compared to fossil-based aircraft 
fuel. The Corporation has signed a working agreement 
with Airbus and Air Liquide for joint adoption of hydrogen 
aircraft, and established a strategy for supplying biofuel for 
aircraft and gaining 2% share by 2025, thereby preemptively 
responding to future environmental risks in airport operation 
and aiming to implement a low-carbon, eco-friendly airport.

going purchase of LED lighting and active implementation of 
technology development encouragement policies.

Aerial view of a hydrogen aircraft
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Incheon Airport Green Network

IIAC is conducting a project to build a green forest in the 
airport and its vicinities for the purpose of reducing fine 
dust, expanding CO2 absoprtion sources, and improving the 
airport environment. The green areas of Incheon Airport 
is expected to expand by 200,000m2 by 2025 through this 
project.

Creation of Oseongsan Neighborhood Park

Creation of Oseongsan Neighborhood Park sized 820,000m² 
is a project to restore the ecological environment that was 
damaged due to the construction of the airport. The goal 
is to complete building the Oseongsan Neighborhood Park 
by 2025, and the Corporation plans to turn it into a special 
neighborhood park that also creates external demands. 
The park is expected to host a walking trail, flower garden, 
prairie, wetlands, ecological lake, and recreational facilities 
for children. The Corporation expects the building of the 
park to result in restoration of the ecological environment, 
protection of endangered species in the airport region and 
great contributions to biodiversity. 

Establishment of a Master Plan for Incheon 
Airport’s Unused Properties

Incheon Airport is the gateway of Korea that plays the 
important role of giving the first and final impression of 
the country for airport customers. Incheon International 
Airport Corporation seeks to establish a master plan for 
undeveloped properties within the airport region and 
provide a beautiful and unique airport landscape for visiting 
customers from all around the world. 

Creation of Sky Garden

The Corporation built a green scenery in the Incheon Airport 
and the roads leading to it to provide airport customers 
with magnificent spectacles and mental relaxation. The 
Sky Garden located on the way to the airport features a 
flower bed populated by flowers that bloom and wither with 
different seasons where you can enjoy the planes taking off/
landing and the natural landscapes at the same time. The 
interior of the Incheon Airport is adorned with flower beds 
of different flowers depending on the season, and provides 
a comfortable and pleasant resting space by continuously 
building new green space.

Sky Garden

A plan to expand the green space Idle Land Master Plan

Interior Landscape of Terminal 2
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Net-zero Incheon Airport

The graphic depicts Incheon Airport of the future with the realization of Megastation, commercialization of hydrogen 
aircraft, adoption of bio-air fuel, commercialization of UAM, UAM Vertiport, etc. *Net-zero : A state in which the amount of GHG emission and absorption is equal, resulting in net emission of 0.

*Megastation : A complex facility that combines electric/hydrogen stations, convenient facilities and shopping malls
*UAM Vertiport : Vertical take-off/landing pad for UAM

Electric ground support equipments 
and charging stations

Sustainable Aviation Fuel

Hydrogen aircraft

Megastation*

UAM

UAM Vertiport
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Environmental Performance Indicators

Category Item Unit 2019 2020 2021

Energy usage

Electricity

TJ

4,155 3,310 3,182

Medium temperature water 660 677 636

Others 178 130 100

Total 4,993 4,117 3,918

Renewable energy capacity

Solar power(cumulative)

kw

5,868 7,351 10,497

Geothermal power
(cumulative) 7,998 7,998 7,998 

Total 13,866 15,349 18,495 

EV charging station 

Rapid charger(cumulative)

Stations

37 37 66

Standard charger(cumulative) 11 21 22

Total 48 58 88

Resource recovery facility 
waste heat-related activities

Waste heat production

ton

90,433 57,501 60,099

Use within facility 40,881 13,926 23,028

Sales 49,552 41,752 37,071

ENERGY

Category Item Unit 2019 2020 2021

Water resource 
management

Amount of water used m3 2,293,037 1,142,106 1,039,272 

Water used per KRW ℓ/revenue 0.84588 0.87567 0.868321

Amount of sewage generated
m3

6,439,329 3,861,714 2,932,072 

Amount recycled 3,680,145 2,776,369 2,234,729 

Pollutants in reclaimed/
reused water

COD(Legal standard : 20)

ppm

6.50 5.90 4.50

BOD(Legal standard : 10) 0.50 0.40 0.40

SS(Legal standard : 10) 0.60 0.40 0.20

TN(Legal standard : 20) 4.40 5.50 4.95

TP(Legal standard : 2) 0.20 0.22 0.26

Reuse of reclaimed 
water by usage

Urban water reuse 
(Lavatory cleaning, cleaning, 
cleaning & sprinkling water use)

m3

1,377,920 1,088,823 701,558 

Gardening water use 751,532 497,195 511,820 

Industrial water use 1,205,489 804,799 627,893 

Others 345,683 385,552 393,458 

Total 3,680,624 2,776,369 2,234,729

WATER
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Environmental Performance Indicators Importance Assessment

Incheon International Airport Corporation has determined key issues that must be focused on in the Green 
Report based on GRI Standards, the international sustainability reporting standard, and conducted an 
importance assessment based on the interest level of stakeholders and business impact.

Importance assessment process

• Collect issues
• Review items for external assessment
• Analyze media

1

Interest level of stakeholders
• International sustainability 
	 standard analysis
• Media research analysis
• Issues reported by peers in the industry
• Internal document review

Business impact
• Survey
• Issues addressed in key periodicals
• Corporate policies

2

• Select key issues through 
	 importance assessment

3

Setup issue pool Issue analysis Selection of key issues

Category Item Unit 2019 2020 2021

Greenhouse gas 
emissions*

Direct emissions

tCO2

31,344 20,089 17,891 

Indirect emissions 230,375 189,364 179,094 

Total 261,720 209,452 196,985 

Atmosphere of the 
airport & vicinity 

Sulfur dioxide(SO2)

ppm

0.006 0.005 0.003

Carbon monoxide(CO) 0.500 0.500 0.600

Nitrogen dioxide(N2O) 0.018 0.013 0.013

Ozone(O3)

㎍/m3

0.040 0.042 0.039

Fine dust(PM10) 45(40)** 39(38) 38(33)

Ultrafine dust(PM2.5) 27(23) 25(24) 21(21)

Indoor air fine dust 
concentration

Indoor parking lot (Legal standard : 200)
㎍/m3

52 28 38

Passenger Terminal & Concourse Building 
(Legal standard : 100)

23 27 18

Gas emission from 
resource recovery 
facilities
(Average taken from 
2 incinerators)

Dust (Legal standard : 15) mg/m3 1.64 1.62 1.77

Sulfur oxides(SOx) (Legal standard : 18)

ppm

0 0 0

Nitrogen oxide(NOx) (Legal standard : 50) 5.99 3.86 4.26

Carbon monoxide(CO) (Legal standard : 50) 4.43 3.97 2.78

Hydrogen chloride(HCI) (Legal standard : 12) 1.71 1.34 2.29

EMISSION

*Based on GHG emission trading
**Values exclude dates of fine dust forecast warnings and yellow dust

Category Item Unit 2019 2020 2021

Waste generation

Regular waste

ton

20,872 12,879 8,059 

Designated waste 1,825 1,654 1,402 

Construction waste 31,108 15,234 76,853 

Total 53,805 29,767 86,315* 

Waste processing

Recycled

ton

38,163 19,651 80,078 

Incinerated 13,968 7,655 5,134 

Buried in landfill 1,669 2,461 1,103 

WASTE

*Increase in construction waste due to repavement of runway(2021~2024)

APPENDIX Environmental Performance Indicators·Importance Assessment

Importance assessment results

➀ Establish low-carbon, eco-friendly 
	 airport implementation strategy
➁ Setup low-carbon, eco-friendly 
	 airport implementation organization
➂ Conduct energy-related education
	 (Carbon neutrality renewable energy, etc.)
➃ Execute energy welfare program 
	 (Support installation of new renewable 
	 energy facilities for the underprivileged, etc.)
➄ Reduce energy use 
	 (Use of highly efficient energy apparatus, etc.)
➅ Improve utilization rate of renewable energy 
➆ Reduce aircraft carbon emissions 
	 (Implement infrastructure)
➇ Expand transition to eco-friendly vehicles &
	 implement charging infrastructure
➈ Build resource circulating airport 
	 (Minimize waste, improve recycling rate)
➉ Manage water resources 
	 (Improve recycling rate of water reclaimed and r
	 eused from waste)
⑪ Manage indoor air quality, reduce find dust
⑫ Reduce noise 
	 (Measure noise levels, support for stakeholders 
	 affected by noise, etc.)
⑬ Build natural green areas in the airport vicinity
⑭ Preserve ecosystem, take actions to preserve 
	 protected species
⑮ Manage buildings built with asbestos, 
	 manage hazardous chemicals (products)

High

HighLow

1

11
12

5

3
14

2

10
4

13

6 8

15

7

9

Attention to stakeholders

Business Impact Diagram
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Greenhouse Gas Emission Validation Report 3rd Party Review Report

Validation report on Incheon International Airport Corporation’s statement on 
greenhouse gas emissions and energy use in 2021

Validation target   

Organizational boundary for greenhouse emissions is Incheon International Airport located in 272 Gonghang-
ro, Jung-gu, Incheon, and the facilities included within the boundary are First and Second Passenger Terminal, 
other buildings, and Incheon International Airport Corporation building. Among outsourced companies located 
within the Corporation premises, companies applicable for target management and carbon credit allocation are 
excluded from the organizational boundary.

 Validation scope  

Emission sources for calculation of greenhouse gas emissions within the organizational boundary include 
external electricity, waste incineration, mobile combustion, LNG used for cooking, etc.

Validation criteria
The validation team conducted validation in accordance with “Validation Guidance for Operation of Greenhouse 
Gas Emission Trading (Ministry of Environment Notice 2018-70)”, and “Guidance on Reporting and Certification 
of Emissions for Emission Trading (Ministry of Environment Notice 2021-10)”, and validation for items not 
defined in the Guidance was conducted based on KS Q ISO 14064-1 and –3.

Validation Assurance Level
The validation applied criteria for importance assessment of ±5.0% as defined in the Guidance.

Validation Limitations
The validation team conducted a reasonable validation through sampling, based on statements and related 
documents provided by the Corporation. There are inherent limitations in the greenhouse gas emission data 
due to the characteristics of the validation target and methods of calculating data. There may also be items 
that were deemed reasonable by the validation team and validation agency due to lack of detailed criteria and 
differing views on the interpretation of guidance applied. 

Validation Results
Corrective actions were taken by the validation target organization for key issues discovered by the validation 
team through document review and on-site validation, and the validation teams confirmed such actions. The 
validation team did not discover any important inconsistencies in the statement provided by the Corporation, 
and the statement was faithfully written in accordance with the requirements of the Guidance, thereby the 
validation team grants the status of ‘appropriate’.

Accreditation authority
Korean Standards Association

Faced with the crisis of ‘sustainability’, the human race is now attempting to make a great transition. The global trend of ESG(
Environment·Social·Governance) currently in progress is a process of replacing the old order.

Incheon International Airport Corporation declared 'New Vision 2030+' which was established around 3 strategies and 9 
strategic initiatives in March 2021 under the catchphrase of 'Moving into the Future by Connecting People and Culture', 
declared 'ESG Management Innovation', and announced its ESG management vision and mid/long-term goals in June for 
the purpose of achieving its 'New Vision 2030+'. The Corporation is conducting various activities in the environmental area 
with its stated goal of 'implementing a low-carbon, eco-friendly airport', such as expansion of renewable energy use, and the 
《Green Report 2022》 outlines the Corporation's multidimensional efforts and performance in implementing a low-carbon, 
eco-friendly airport.

The Corporation's 《Green Report 2022》 gathers key interests and expectations of stakeholders in regards to environmental 
issues, such as climate change, and determines key issues through importance assessments based on stakeholder interests 
and business impact. It also describes the organization's response and performance regarding key issues it has identified. 
After review, we did not find any omissions or inappropriate elements in terms of comprehensiveness, importance, and 
response in the Corporation's Green Report.

The reviewer wishes to make the following recommendations or suggestions for the Corporation to write up an even better 
report in the future. 

1. 	TCFD(Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures), which mandates disclosure of 'governance, strategy, risk 
management, indicators & goals', is receiving international support and is quickly becoming a standard for information 
disclosure. ISSB(International Sustainability Standards Board), which was established by IFRS(International Financial 
Reporting Standards) and is expected to become the standard in information announcement on sustainability issues, 
disclosed its draft of information announcement standards based on the TCFD framework and will officially announce 
it some time in 2022. We believe the Corporation's Green Report will become even more systematic if its information is 
announced based on TCFD. 

2. 	The Corporation declared itself the first airport in Asia to join RE100 in February 2022, and promised to transition 60% of 
power used by the airport to renewable energy by 2030, and 100% by 2040. Playing a global leadership role in relation to 
the use of renewable energy is very desirable, but execution is much more important than declarations when it comes to 
RE100. We'd like to suggest that the Corporation establish a detailed implementation plan to achieve its stated goals by 
2030 and 2040, review its progress every year in relation to the plan, and disclose the results to stakeholders.

3. 	As carbon neutrality and ESG become the norm, the amount of concerns and lawsuits regarding green washing, as well as 
ESG washing, is also increasing. Interest in reports(Green Report, Social Values Realization Report, etc.) is increasing as a 
result, as they are one of the key methods of communication with stakeholders regarding sustainability issues. We'd like to 
recommend that the Corporation implement an even stricter control system regarding reports disclosure and technology 
for various environmental information(quantitative·qualitative information on plans, goals, activities, performance, etc.) 
with climate change at the helm. 

May 2022

Lee, Jong-Oh (Secretary General of Korea Sustainability Investing Forum, 
Secretary General of CDP Korea Committee)

APPENDIX Greenhouse Gas Emission Validation Report·제3자 검토
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GRI Index

Disclosures Page

Topic
Environmental Performance[GRI 300]

103-02 Management Approach 4

Raw material

301-01 Weight or volume of material used N/A

301-02 Injection of renewable materials among the material used N/A

301-03 Renewable materials for products and packaging N/A

Energy

302-01 Energy consumption from within organization 38, 45

302-02 Energy consumption from outside the organization 45

302-03 Degree of energy intensity 45

302-04 Reduction of energy consumption 17, 38, 39

302-05 Reduction of energy required by products and services 17, 38

Water resource

303-01 Water usage by supply sources 33, 45

303-02 Water supply source largely affected by water usage 33, 45

303-03 Recycling & reuse of water 33, 45

Biodiversity

304-01
Operating sites owned, leased, managed in protective areas or 
areas/vinicity with high value of biodiversity

N/A

304-02 Critical impact of activities, products and services on biodiversity -

304-03 Protected or recovered habitats -

304-04
Endangered species designated by IUCN(Red List) and the country 
living in areas of influence of the business

-

Emissions

305-01 Direct greenhouse gas emissions(scope 1) 34, 35

305-02 Indirect greenhouse gas emissions(scope 2) 34, 35

305-03 Other indirect greenhouse gas emissions(scope 3) 34, 35

305-04 Density of greenhouse gas emissions 34, 35

305-06 Emission of substances destroying the ozone layer N/A

305-07 Nitrogen oxide, sulfur oxide, and other key atmospheric emissions 46

Waste water and 
waste materials

306-01 Waste water discharge by water quality and target 33, 45

306-02 Waste material by type & processing methods 33, 46

306-03 Critical discharges N/A

306-04 Transport of hazardous waste -

306-05 Water, affected by waste water discharge -

Compliance 307-01 Violation of environmental laws -

Supplier environment 
evaluation

308-01
Rate of new suppliers that have passed environmental standards 
inspections

-

308-02
Real or potentially critical negative effects on the environment 
within the supply chain and actions to remedy them

-

APPENDIX GRI Index

Incheon International Airport Corporation is making best efforts to provide accurate and reliable information 
regarding its eco-friendly activities for stakeholders.
Please contact the following for further inquiries.

424beon-gil 47, Gonghang-ro, Jung-gu, Incheon
Incheon International Airport Corporation Eco-Sustainability Group (22382)

Green Energy Team 032-741-2804~5

TEL

bomin@airport.kr

E-mail

www.airport.kr

WEBSITE
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